Abstract. In the papers [6 -8], the author has constructed the Riemann solutions to a twodimensional hyperbolic system of nonlinear conservation laws for any piecewise constant initial data having two discontinuity rays with origin as vertex. It has been found that, for some initial data, the Riemann solutions no longer lie in L' (R' x R+), and the non-classical waves (labelled as Dirac-contact waves) have arisen.
Introduction
We are concerned with the two-dimensional hyperbolic system of nonlinear conservation laws u + (uv) = 0) ((x,y,t) E R 2 x R) System (1.1) is the special form of the mathematical simplification of the twodimensional linearized model of the cochlea. We recall that in the absence of fluid
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The new generalized function space (1)
In this section we briefly describe the definition of the new generalized function space G(ci) introduced by Colombeau and Rosinger [1, 2, 121. Let ci be an open set in R" and we denote by EM JQJ the set of all the maps R(e, x) (0, 11 x ci -* C such that: 
The operations in (ci) such as differentiation, addition and multiplication are those naturally defined on representatives; in particular, multiplication is possible in (ci) because AI [Q] is an ideal of the algebra Em [Q] .
Two generalized functions G 1 , G2 E (ci) are said to be associated (in notation: C 1 C2 ) if there exist some representatives R 1 and R2 of C 1 and G2 , respectively, such that for all 0 E D (Q) for some representative R of G. Now we are in a position to give in what sense the Riemann solutions we constructed in [6 -8] satisfy (1.1), (1.2) . First of all, we note that (1.1), (1.2) are invariant under the self-similar transformation
(a >0). converges to some function pair
for each E V1 (R2 ), where
and if
as t -* 0+, we say that (U, V) e 9(R 2) satisfies (1.2). We note that (2.4) is feasible for the Riemann solution to the system (1.1) since the non-classical wave appearing in the Riemann solution develops only from the discontinuity line x = 0, y ^! 0 or y = 0, x 0 of the initial data as time evolves.
The Riemann Problem for a System of Conservation Laws 747 3. Verification of (2.3), (2.4) for non-classical Riemann solutions constructed in [6 -8] In this section we shall verify that the non-classical Riemann solutions we constructed in [6 -8] (1) By the initial condition (2.2), there exists a sufficiently large circle in the 'i)-plane, outside which the solution to (1.1), (1.2) looks like that of the Riema.nn problem for corresponding one-dimensional system of conservation laws, and what we should do is to determine the interaction in the circle of waves coming from infinity.
(ii) There exists a Dirac-contact wave (denoted by 5 k ), which comes from infinity and is given by = 0,7 > 0, since u 1 0 > u 2 (u 1 > u2 ) (see [6 -8] ). Also, there is another Dirac-contact wave (denoted by 52), which comes from infinity and is given by
(ill) Si and 52 hit at the point (0,0) (see the following figure).
7)
(U2, V2)
G= (ui,vi)

(0,0)
Next we give the expressions of the elements R and R of the Riemann solution , re) , ii)) is not a solution to (1. 1), (1.2) in the sense of distributions (or association). In fact, (2.1) never holds true for in the sense of distributions (or association) since ff2 [((e) + ()), ii) -
and u 2 v2 uv 1 = 0. Thus the Riemann solution to (1.1), (1.2) is much more than The right sides of (3.4) carry enough information for us to give the expressions of the elements R and R of the Riemann solution (U, V) E c(R2 ) to (1.1), Let TI , 7.'2 be two bounded linear functionals given by 
The 
Remarks 1. We have infinitely many different Schwartz generalized functions T1
and T2 defined above since r (e) = a -1 and s(ij) = b7 -1, and so the macroscopic aspects of U and V are infinitely numerous. In this sense the Riemann solution to (1. 1), (1.2) is not unique.
The elements of the Riemann solution (U, V)
E (R2 ) strongly depend on the choices of regularization process, which eventually depend on the system and the initial datum. Thus the ambiguity is removed in defining the multiplication of two distributions U, V e g(1R2 ) ( see (3.13)).
The case u 1 v 1
0. We set = Ui + ( 11 2 - for t/.' E Ci0 (R 2 ) , where c 1 and c2 are constants to be determined below. We set U, V E 9(R 2) with R and R as their representatives, respectively. Here R and R are determined by R. 
where wje(,77) = O()(!1) and 6t ,ci, E C(lR) with f9(e)de = j(e) d = 1 (i=3,4) .
It remains to verify that R and R,, given by (3.22) satisfy (3.1) and (3.2) for
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Similarly, we have that 
JJR2 [Rv(c,,7)(() + (i)) -R ( c ii) R (c ,e,
= 0 e-0 for the same Oi and q5, (i = 2,3,4) as above if c = p2 AB. This verifies that U, V e 9(R 2), with R and R as their representatives, respectively, satisfy (1.1) in the sense of association. The initial condition (2.4) is easily seen. We omit the details.
Remarks. 3. The approximation process above guarantees that Ti p = 0 (i,j = 1, 2), but T, T2 . 54 0 (when u 1 v 1 54 0). One can choose other approximations to define the product of U and V so that not only Tp = 0 (i,j = 1,2) but also T1 T2 = 0. However, it is more reasonable to define T1 T2 54 0 when u 1 v 1 56 0 since the intersection of the supports of T1 and 7'2 is non-void. The behavior of the solution to (1.1),(1.2) at the origin should be considered.
4. It is easily seen that U, V E g(R2 ) have ii(, )+pTj +ci 1 and )+pT2+c21z2
as their respective macroscopic aspects.
We conclude this paper with the following Theorem. The non-classical Rzemann solution., constructed in [6] [7] [8] satisfy (1.1) in the sense of associaton.
